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ON THE BREEDING-HABITS OF THE 
MANX SHEARWATER, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO ITS INCUBATION- AND FLEDGING-PERIODS. 

BY 

R. M. LOCKLEY. 

IT was with the main object of discovering the incubation-
and fledging-periods that I marked a number of nests of the 
Manx Shearwater (Puffinus p. puffinus) on the island where 
I live. Skokholm lies off the far south-west of Pembrokeshire 
and comprises about 250 acres of rough grazing, heather, 
bracken and thrift. It is entirely rock-bound and the height 
of the land varies between 50 and 150 feet above sea-level. 
It was formerly under cultivation and farmed, but has been 
idle and overrun by rabbits since the end of the last Century. 
Some of the points noted below were observed during 1928, 
my study of the bird covering two years. The nests were 
marked in the year 1929. 

It has been difficult to estimate the adult population of 
Shearwaters on the island, but, by a calculation of nests per 
acre, I have arrived at a conservative estimate of between 
nine and ten thousand birds or five thousand pairs. The 
population is probably much greater in reality, but the 
estimated figure is to some extent substantiated by the fact 
that over the whole season I have found at least six birds 
per acre, or fifteen hundred in all, dead or slain, this being 
thirty per cent. of a possible five thousand young birds 
hatched. According to loeal history, the Shearwaters are 
steadily on the increase on the island. When the land was 
under cultivation only a few pairs nested in the burrows on 
the cliffs, and now the birds have increased with the rabbits 
until every acre has a burrow and a nest. 

In 1928 the first Shearwater was heard and seen on 
February 9th and by the 26th they were numerous. In 1929 
they were even earlier. I heard the first bird on February 2nd. 
On February i5th severe frost and snow set in and the 
Shearwaters were not heard again until the 26th, after which 
date they gradually began to return. By the middle of 
March of both years the Shearwaters were to be found all 
over the island, oceupying their nesting-holes in füll force. 

Throughout the day they lie quiescent in the farthest 
recesses of the burrows. I have found them sitting singly, 
but in March and April more often in pairs. The experiments 
given below have helped me to discover that the birds visit 
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their nesting-holes each night with great regularity, but the 
circumstances that govem their presence or absence by day 
have not been revealed. The facts are that sometimes one 
bird will be present, sometimes the pair, and sometimes 
neither during the day. The attendances are very irregulär 
during the day and very regulär at night in that part of the 
season before the egg is laid. 

Whether the burrow is a simple blind shaft or the labyrinth 
of a warren the birds lie invariably, I have found, in the 
recessed end, and I believe they are capable of widening the 
end of a burrow to suit their requirements, for they may often 
be found with their bills smeared with partly-dry earth in 
the spring. If a nesting-hole is deliberately blocked up with 
earth and stones the Shearwater will use its bill as a pick 
and endeavour, usually with success, to force a passage 
through. A small recess, wide enough to permit it to tum 
round comfortably, Contents the bird as a nesting-place. 
With its back to the wall of the recess, it is able to confront 
all comers, whether rabbit, Puffin or human hand, with its 
sharp, hooked bill, which can inflict a nasty Scratch and draw 
blood from tender fingers. 

The depth of the burrow varies according to the depth of 
the soil. Where the rabbit has penetrated, no matter how 
far, where the soil is soft and deep, there the Shearwater goes. 
When I was looking for nests I traced the birds by ear and 
nose. By imitating the call-note, it is often possible to get 
a sitting bird to respond from its burrow. By putting one's 
nose close to a burrow, the unmistakable and not quite 
pleasant smell of a Shearwater can often be detected. Many 
of the nests were too deep to get at. With spade, crowbar 
and guiding stick I followed the tortuous windings of the 
rabbit-burrows, making borings from three to six feet deep, 
but in vain. The cackle of the birds from far below would 
sound derisively to my ear. On the other hand, where the 
soil is thin over the bare bedrock, the burrows are shallow 
and more easily traced to the end recess. Most of these 
shallower holes are occupied by the Puffin (Fratercula arctica 
grabce), which does not, as far as I have yet noticed, descend 
so deep as the Shearwater into the more labyrinthine burrows. 
The shortest burrow I have a record of is an arm's length, 
curved, and not quite three feet long. 

The marked nests were all in shallow burrows. The method 
of watching was to trace the burrow to the end, and to cut 
very carefully a large sod immediately over the nest. This 
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sod then served as a very convenient Observation door, which 
could be lifted up for the purpose of inspecting the nest at 
any time. 

SPECIAL OBSERVATIONS. 
Nest A.—Burrow 4 feet long, in peaty, shallow soil on a 

rocky knoll eleven yards from my house. Materials, a little 
dried grass and six or seven chicken feathers. This nest was 
watched from April 2Öth onward. One bird or a pair was 
present almost regularly by day. On May 6th there were no 
birds present. On May 7th there was one bird sitting on a 
fresh white egg. This bird was immediately marked and 
later ringed with a B.B. ring, the last two figures of which 
were 81. On the 8th and 9th, 81 still sat alone during the day. 
It was visited at night by another bird, presumably its mate, 
and there was on each occasion a great deal of cackling in the 
burrow. I was not able to discover whether the sitting bird 
was, or was not, fed by its mate. I can only suppose so, in 
view of the length of time spent by one bird incubating the 
egg-

At about 10.15 p.m. G.M.T. on May 8th and about 
10.30 p.m. G.M.T. on May o,th, when the whole island was 
resounding with the screams of the Shearwaters, the mate of 
81 arrived suddenly out of the sky, screaming loudly, and 
falling with an audible thump upon the turf a few inches 
from the mouth of the burrow. At intervals since dusk, ftnd 
rarely during the day, 81 had been cackling from the nest 
and from 9 p.m. onwards the cackling had become more and 
more frequent. About me, as I sat on an outcrop of rock, 
Shearwaters were calling from Underground. 81 answered 
its mate as soon as the latter touched the ground. With a 
barely perceptible pause, the incoming bird shufHed into the 
burrow. It is impossible to describe the unearthly cackling 
and cooing which now ensued. I waited an hour, during 
which the birds gradually became less noisy, with increasing 
intervals of several minutes' silence. With my ear to the 
ground immediately above the nesting-recess I was able to 
hear frequent shufning and movement going on, with occa-
sional faint squeaks, and often the deafening uproar of the 
pair cackling in duet. I confess my patience wore out after 
midnight and I left the pair to their connubial bliss. From 
May i5th to igth the mate, which I ringed as 82, sat alone; 
from the 20th to the 25th, 81 sat ; from the 26th to the 28th, 
82 sat ; from the 2Qth to the 3ist, 81 sat ; from June ist to 
the 4th, 82 sat. The birds were now becoming shy. I visited 
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them once a day only, at sunset. My main object was to find 
out the incubation-period, and I was very anxious to disturb 
the sitting birds as little as possible lest they should desert. 
Upon my lifting the sod from above the hole, the sitting bird 
was now more timid and would move off the egg and shuffle 
out of sight along the burrow. After the 4th I did not try 
to capture the bird, but merely contented myself with one 
quick look daily at the egg. On June i8th I found both birds 
on the nest. 

On June 26th the egg was pipped in one place. On the 
27th the young bird had hatched, but was still wet, thus 
having taken 52 days to hatch. On the 28th the nestling 
was dry and downy. The youngster was daily brooded up to 
July 3rd, when it was left alone during the day until the 71h, 
when I found one parent sitting beside the growing, downy 
youngster. The parents did not again stay in the burrow by 
day. The first down is pushed out by the second down as 
the nestling grows. It is difficult to gauge the actual time 
of sprouting of the second down, as the first down remains 
attached to the second, but this occurred about the iöth day. 
On August ist, the 35th day, the double down of the bird was 
nearly two inches long, and the nestling resembled an enormous 
grey powder-puff. The colour of the down is accurately 
described in the Practical Handbook. Signs of feathers were 
now evident; on the 42nd day the quills and tail-feathers 
appeared from their sheaths. On the Ö2nd day the young 
bird was completely feathered, but some down still showed 
on the nape, lower belly and thighs. 

From this day, until it disappeared, the nearly fledged 
youngster was not fed or in any way attended by its parents. 
I already suspected that the bird had been deserted, but to 
make sure I placed a small sod at the mouth of the hole in 
such a position that it would be pushed in by a bird seeking 
ingress and out by a bird seeking egress. Ä Shearwater, I 
knew, is capable of pushing almost any object aside if it 
wishes to enter a burrow. This was on August 28th. The 
sod was left untouched until September 3rd, this proving to 
me that the nestling had fasted for six days and stayed a 
voluntary prisoner in its hole. On September 3rd the sod 
had been pushed out and there was quite a lot of the nestling's 
down adhering to it, giving piain evidence of the young bird's 
activity. On September 4th I spent the night out of doors 
watching the bird. At about 10.15 p.m. G.M.T. it suddenly 
shuffled out of its burrow and it remained the whole night 
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almost in the same position on a slight rise at the mouth of 
the burrow. Once or twice it shook its wings as if trying 
them. About 2 a.m. it silently returned to its burrow. This 
procedura it adopted up to September 8th. I went out 
each night at about 11 p.m. to note this specially. On the 
6th it fluttered away from me six yards into some nettles, 
but the next morning I found it safe in its burrow. ,On 
September 8th it had gone altogether, after a period of 
seventy-three days from hatching to final departure. 

Nest B.—Burrow 6 feet long in stony loam in open meadow. 
Materials: a little dried grass and germander (Teucrium 
scorodonia). This nest was found on May 7th, when a pair 
were sitting together in the recess. On May 8th, no birds ; 
on the gth, one only which I ringed 83 ; empty on ioth, 12Ü1, 
I3th, i5th, iöth ; 83 only on n t h and I4th; on the i7th 
one new bird only, which I ringed 89 ; on the i8th another 
new bird, which I ringed 90, sitting on a new-laid egg! On 
the 19Ü1, 90 was sitting on the egg, but got off and was very 
shy at my intrusion ; on the 20th, a fourth bird, which I 
ringed 100, was sitting alone on the egg! Clearly two pairs 
using one nesting-recess. On the 2ist, 90 and 83 were sitting 
together on the egg. They both shuffled away and I had to 
be quick to catch them. Anxious not to disturb them unduly, 
I did not look again until the 24th, when I found 83 sitting 
beside the egg, which was cold and smeared with dirt. On 
the 26th the nest had the egg only. On the 2gth the egg had 
disappeared and there was earth scratched over the nest. I 
suspected a rabbit. On the 30th, 83 was sitting with nothing 
under it. On the 3ist I was astonished to find 90 sitting on 
the egg, which was covered with a paste of damp earth and 
excrement! Had the birds unearthed the egg from somewhere ? 
It was the same egg, as on wiping it I found my pencil marks 
(I marked all the eggs I found in these experiments). 90 
continued to sit alone on June ist, 2nd, and 3rd. I did not 
look again until June i4th, when I lifted the sod to find 
83 and 90 together, but no egg. I then gave the case up as 
hopeless. The finale was that on July 2nd I found one bird 
sitting on the filthy egg, again mysteriously recovered, and 
on July 6th 90 was sitting on the egg, which was cracked and 
rotten. I think the birds made a gallant attempt to incubate 
in face of interference by rabbits burrowing and throwing 
earth into the recess. 

Nest C.—Burrow 4 yards from A in peaty soil, 4 feet long. 
Materials: dried grass and a few roots, the latter probably 
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torn from the sides of the burrow. Observed as from May 
I5th, when one bird only was found and ringed 85. No birds 
i8th, igth and 2oth. On the iöth and I7th one new bird, 
which I ringed 88 ; from the 2 ist to the 24th one bird only, 
which was so quick at escaping that I did not trouble to 
catch it ; on the 25th, 85 was with a new bird, which I ringed 
94, obviously a pair ; on the 2Öth there was another pair on 
the nest, 88 and a new bird, which I ringed 99, sitting on a 
new-laid egg. Two pairs again using nest as in nest B, but 
after this I saw no more of 85 and 94. 88 and 99 settled down 
to incubate in turns. 88 sat on May 28th and 2gth, and on 
June ist, 4th and 5th, and in between these days 99 sat. 
After the 5th I contented myself with a daily glance to see if 
the egg had hatched. On June I4th the pair were brooding 
together. On July I7th the chick could be heard in the egg, 
which, however, was not pipped ; 88 was incubating alone. 
On the next day the egg was pipped and on the igth the chick 
had emerged, but was still wet, having taken 54 days to 
hatch. It was dry and downy the next day. 

The parents brooded the nestling by day for eight days, 
with the exception of July 25th, the sixth day. I now visited 
this youngster every other day, and found its progress exactly 
similar to the bird in nest A, its senior by 22 days. Its 
feathers were well sprouted on September 6th, the 49th day. 
I watched the nest until midnight on September i4th, but no 
adult appeared. I then put a clod in the mouth of the hole. 
The clod was not moved on the i5th, but on the iöth it was 
pushed inwards. There was no trace of down to show activity 
by the nestling. I suggest this was a last visit by the parent 
or parents to feed the young. From the i7th to the 22nd the 
clod was not moved, i.e., the young bird stayed in the burrow 
for five days without attempting to leave, and suffered a 
five-days' fast. On the 23rd the clod was pushed out and 
the down of the young bird adhering plentifully to it, proved 
that the nestling had at last come forth. This happened 
every night until the 29th, when the hole was empty when 
I examined it. The fledging-period in this case was 72 days. 
I weighed this nestling on September 131h, and again on 
September 22nd. On the former date it weighed 13.25 oz., 
on the latter 12.50 oz. 

Nest D.—Burrow 3J feet long in stony loam near B. 
Materials: several dead bracken stalks about 3 ins. long 
and a few blades of dried grass. Found on May I5th, when 
one bird was incubating a very slightly incubated egg. I 
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ringed the bird 84 and removed the egg, under the impression 
that the bird would lay again and thus provide me with a 
proper record of the incubation-period. Two birds returned 
each night up to the 23rd, but did not stay by day. On the 
24th, 84 spent the day in the nest and on the 25th the pair 
were present. I ringed the other bird as 92. After that they 
were only present by day on four occasions, June 5th, n t h , 
20th and 22nd. They deserted entirely after this and my 
expectations of a second egg were not realized. 

Nest E.—Burrow 8 feet long in loam of meadow. Materials: 
a lining of dried grass. Found on April 27th, when one bird 
was sitting on a slightly incubated egg, which I removed. 
The birds did not lay again, but continued at intervals to 
spend days in the nest. Thus, 86 was present on May I5th, 
June 2oth and July 6th. Its mate, 91, on May 20th, June 
28th and July ist, and the pair on May 25th and June I5th. 
On four days, when the pair were absent, I found a rabbit in 
the nesting-recess, and in mid-July there was a new-born 
litter there. 

Nest F.—Burrow 2 J feet long in stony cliff-slope. Materials-: 
a quantity of dry heather-stalks and stems, obviously taken 
from a clump at the entrance to the nesting-hole. This nest 
had been marked since February. In 1928 I had daily 
watched a young bird grow up in this nest. This year a pair 
regularly visited it at night, but not once stayed over the 
day until May iöth, when I found one bird, which I ringed 87, 
sitting on a new-laid egg. 87 sat on the i7th and i8th. From 
the igth to the 23rd the egg was left alone by day. Fresh 
excreta at the mouth of the burrow proved that by night at 
least the nest was visited. 87 sat on May 24Ü1, 26Ü1 and 
2gth and on June 5th and i4th. By day, on all other days, 
the egg was left cold and deserted except on June 2nd, when 
my fear that 87 had lost its mate was removed by finding an 
unringed bird on the egg. I did not see this bird again, and 
after June I4th the egg was completely deserted. I am 
loth to conclude that the birds deserted because of my daily 
visit, but this is the only reasonable explanation. It is 
possible that the sunlight, which penetrated a little way into 
the short shaft, also disturbed the birds: and yet in 1928 a 
young bird was successfully reared here. 

Nest G.—Burrow 5 feet long on the edge of a clump of 
bracken near F. Materials: about 15 dead bracken stalks, 
2 to 4 in. long. Found at night on May iöth, when two birds 
were cackling in the burrow. They did not stay by day until 
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June 5th, when one bird was found sitting alone. I waited 
patiently for the appearance of an egg, but no egg was laid 
at all by this pair. One bird was present on June 5th, 6th, 
ioth, I4th, 25th and 30th, and the pair were together on 
June 23rd. I saw no more of them after June 3oth. Were 
these birds immature, or the hen barren ? 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

My observations, extending over two years, now enable 
nie to give a fairly comprehensive survey of the habits of the 
Manx Shearwater during the breeding-season. Of its winter 
movements on the sea I can give no data. My notes have 
records of birds in coastal waters in every month except 
December and January. 

From early May to early September there is a regulär 
movement each day, beginning shortly after noon in misty 
weather, but much later and sometimes not until dusk in 
very clear weather. Flocks and strings of adults pass steadily 
north-westwards from the Bristol Channel past Linney and 
St. Anne's Heads through the Broad Sound between the two 
islands where they nest, and disappear in the open sea between 
Skomer and Grassholm. I have frequently sailed, particu-
larly in misty weather, through the main body of the move
ment, and had the pleasure of seeing thousands of Shearwaters 
flying low over the water around me. Sometimes they have 
settled on the water to feed, diving for short periods and 
using their wings to swim under water as the Puffin does ; 
more often they made short flights low over the waves, 
snatching invisible (to me) whitebait or " brit," with feet 
occasionally dangling in the water and slowly flapping wings, 
and then again settled on the water. The flock would move 
on again like a magic carpet, to settle down farther on and 
feed again. Always the direction has been north-westwards, 
the rate of progress leisurely yet direct. Early in June the 
largest flocks are seen. On one occasion (May 2Öth, 1928) I 
sailed through an enormous flock stretching between points 
more than four miles apart and two miles broad, the sea 
being quite darkened by the multitude of birds. It was 
then 9 p.m. G.M.T., overcast and inclined to rain, yet not 
very misty, a heavy ground-sea running after a southerly 
gale. That night many hundreds of Shearwaters visited 
the mainland coast about Marloes and were heard screaming 
as though at their breeding-place. They are, in fact, not 
infrequently heard at night in summer along the mainland 
coast of Pembrokeshire from Ramsey Island southwards to 
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Amroth. Any appreciable movement or return southward 
at any time of day or season I have not noted. 

I suggest this night northwestwards expends itself in the 
open sea beyond Skomer, and the birds, after waiting until 
dark, return to the islands and their parental duties. 

The time the adults return to the burrows from the sea 
depends on the time of sunset and the state of the moon. 
They fly inland at about two hours after sunset as a rule, 
and this is a fairly regulär time throughout the season. Thus, 
in March, they are screaming over my house from 8 p.m. 
onwards. On moonless or cloudy nights they arrive early or 
punctually, but on clear moonlit evenings they may be as much 
as an hour late. In June, then, the time of arrival is usually 
just about or after 10 p.m. G.M.T. Throughout the season 
the time of departure, or rather cessation of activity on land, 
is punctually at about 2.30 a.m. G.M.T. By 3 a.m. the last 
Shearwater has hurried to its burrow or to the sea. 

Moonlight also affects the volume of noise made by the 
Island colony. When the moon is shining the uproar is 
reduced to the calling, within earshot, of perhaps a dozen 
birds at one time. On cloudy or moonless nights the uproar 
is so continuous that only the individual notes of those birds 
passing close to the observer are distinguishable from the 
general bedlam. The characteristic note, used both as a 
call-note and an alarm, is variously rendered by observers, 
but I can find nothing that renders it as well as 

cuck-cuck-oo, or cuck-cuck-cuck-oo, 
usually repeated three, sometimes four, and rarely five times 
in quick succession. The incoming birds begin calling before 
they reach land. I have heard them calling at a distance of 
at least one hundred yards from the cliff, over the sea. Each 
bird has a distinctive Variation in tone or pitch of note, some 
high, some low, some very harsh, and some fairly soft. At 
a distance the note distinctly resembles the early crowing of 
an immature chicken, but is, of course, higher and quicker. 

The mode of flight over the burrows is the same as over the 
sea, though the Shearwater does not fly close to the ground 
but usually at least ten feet above i t : a series of rapid glides, 
now with the right wing-tip pointed to earth, and now with 
the left wing-tip pointed down, as the bird rises at the end 
of one glide and turns over and downwards on another glide, 
now showing its white underparts and now its black upper-
parts. During a heather fire at night early in spring on the 
island, I was able to observe this typical night. The birds 
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flew close to the flames like so many gleaming rosy stars, as 
their white breasts flashed in the red light. In the red beams 
of the island lighthouse, too, the same night and colour-effect 
may be observed. The rapidity of their gliding produces a 
loud swish of the wings, audible at some few yards, and one 
wonders at times with what force they would collide with 
each other or with the observer. They have never actually 
collided with me, but I have frequently been Struck by a 
glancing wing. They never strike the lantern-glass of the 
lighthouse, and I presume the red rays do not dazzle them. 

The adults fly almost directly to their holes, dropping with 
accuracy at their own " front doors." At first I suspected 
the sitting bird of Coming forth to meet the incoming bird, 
as I often found a pair sitting together outside the entrance 
to the burrow, but I discovered later that in these cases both 
birds had been away during the day, and had as yet no egg 
in the nest. One may arrive before its mate, and'In this 
case, obtaining no answer to its calls (perhaps expecting none), 
it awaits the arrival of its mate. The pair then spend some 
time together at the mouth of the burrow, possibly in mating. 
They wrestle together, beak caressing and grasping beak, and 
they peck at each other's " faces," and utter the most 
unearthly variations of their call-note it is possible to imagine. 
I have not seen them attempt coition, but suggest that this 
is the most favourable moment on land. The Shearwater, 
however, is so clumsy on land that it may perform this 
business exclusively on the water. When approached too 
closely the birds will shuffle away into their burrow. 

Home-hunting is indulged in (by those birds which are, 
presumably, without a burrow) during April and May. One 
evenir.g I watched a pair of birds shuffling along beneath a 
hedge-wall, and poking into every cranny along the hedge-
foot. They ended in an inadequate recess under a stone, but 
seemed, by their vocal efforts, thoroughly to approve of it— 
—at least for the evening. Often a pair will spend the day 
thus, under a large stone, a heap of coal or timber, or a crack 
in an old wall. 

The nesting-material is collected at least a week before the 
egg is laid. In all the marked nests, as well as in every other 
nest I have examined, the materials were taken from near 
at hand, in fact, about the mouth of the burrow. The Shear
water is no traveller on land and therefore picks up the 
nearest material to hand. This is generally grass or dead 
bracken. In nest A, the feathers were obtained from a dry, 
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dusty area in front of the hole, where my chickens indulge in 
a dust-bath. In nest B, a clump of germander grew beside 
the entrance-hole, The Shearwater will appropriate almost 
any hole that goes far enough Underground, and eares nothing 
for any particular aspect, north, south, east, or west. 

The two records (Nests B and C) of two pairs frequenting 
the same burrow indicate that the Shearwater has its terri
torial problems, and the Solution in these cases seemed to lie 
in one pair laying the egg first. In nest B, however, after 
90 had sat on the new laid egg on May i8th, a stränge bird, 
100, was sitting on the egg on the 2oth. 100 and its partner, 
89, did not again interfere, but left the burrow clear for 90 
and its partner, 83. Nests B and E provide instances of 
rabbits using the same burrow. 

In the shallower burrows Pufflns also contest sites with the 
Shearwater. More than once I have heard conflicts going 
on inside holes and on two occasions I have found the two 
species in combat at the entrance to the hole, in broad 
daylight. Puffins are notorious scrappers, but in these two 
battles the Shearwater won. The birds came rolling and 
fighting, all wings and legs, out of the hole, and once in the 
open the Puffin on each occasion flew away, while the Shear
water, after a pause to recover, shuffled back into the burrow. 
Early in May, 1928, a Shearwater's egg, which I found in a 
very shallow burrow near my house, was incubated for three 
days by a Puffin. On the fourth day the egg was broken and 
its Contents spilt, and the Puffin absent. I removed the egg 
and thereafter for the rest of the month a Shearwater fre-
quented the hole at intervals, the Puffin not appearing again. 

Nests D and E, in which the egg was removed soon after 
being laid, provide evidence that the Shearwater does not lay 
twice in a season, but, instead, frequents the nest at intervals, 
until perhaps a month after midsummer. 

Once the egg is laid the birds carry on their conversations 
and caresses Underground ;' the incoming bird shufBes at once 
to the nest. My experiments show that one bird will often 
sit for several days, once as long as five at a stretch, and often 
three or four. I am certain that in these cases the sitting bird 
does not leave the burrow and stretch its wings outside or 
over the sea, but that it remains, under the ardour of incuba-
tion, generally for two or three days at the nest. Its only 
exercise is obtained by turning the egg and by meeting its 
mate at night. I found it turned the egg and altered its own 
body-position at least once during the day. Whether it is 
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fed at night by its mate or whether, at the end of several days' 
fast, it hurries to the sea to feed, leaving its mate in Charge, 
I was unable to prove. I made no experiments to find out 
the nature of the food of the Shearwater, or the many points 
that need observing in this direction. I can only point to 
the little evidence already given, and suggest that during the 
time the birds meet inside the burrow, feeding of the sitting 
bird by the incoming bird is accomplished. It follows that, 
on the rare occasions when both birds have incubated together 
by day, one of the pair has to spend the ensuing period of 
forty-eight hours (two days and a night) without food until 
its mate's return; unless, as appears to me extremely 
unlikely, one bird comes back in the same night as it leaves, 
and feeds the other. 

The Shearwater, on being handled, will sometimes throw 
up an oily mass of predigested food, the original ingredients 
of which are not recognizable. On this matter I presume the 
young one, and possibly the sitting bird, is fed. The very 
nature and state of this food surely indicates that it cannot 
be obtained and prepared in the few hours of night. 

Nests A and C provided complete data of the incubation-
and fledging-periods. In nest A the egg hatched in 52 days, 
in nest C, 54 days. Although it was disappointing to have 
only two records, the results are fairly close, and the incuba-
tion-period may be put down as 52 to 54 days. Ibelieve 
these are the first exact records ever obtained of the period, 
Hantzsch's estimate of about one month being most erroneous. 

The young one is brooded by day for about one week only, 
except for a casual day (Nest A) in the first fortnight, when 
one parent was present. Both parents visit the nestling at 
night and it is then fed, i.e., once in twenty-four hours. The 
nestling grows rather slowly. The first down is more or less 
continuous with the second down, and at six weeks the 
double down is about two inches long, and the youngster 
presents the appearance of a grey Angora rabbit. At this 
age the feather-sheaths are showing beneath the down. The 
feathers grow quickly from the sixth week until the tenth, 
when the bird is fully feathered. 

At about the 6oth day (in Nest A the Ö2nd and in Nest C 
the 59Ü1) the adults entirely desert the nestling. The young 
bird remains in its burrow, fasting, and no doubt drawing 
upon its reserve of fat. It finishes growing its juvenile 
plumage, and loses most of its down, which falls in a circle 
about the nest, together with the dried scale of the growing 
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feathers, the whole forming quite a rampart about the bird! 
There is very little excreta in the burrow at this time, at least 
visible, and the nestling is always dry, clean, and has no 
offensive smell when handled. 

After waiting a few days in the nest for the parental visit, 
the nestling at last makes its way to the mouth of the burrow 
at the usual time in the evening. It sits at the mouth of the 
burrow for most of the night, occasionally rnoving its wings, 
but otherwise still and silent. These young, nearly fledged 
birds, sitting at the mouths of the burrows, are a feature of 
the island bird-life at night in early September. Mr. H. F. 
Witherby examined a number of them with me on September 
2nd, 1929, and I am indebted to him for some valuable 
suggestions in connection with the Observation of these 
birds. On being handled, these fully-grown nestlings utter, 
on occasion, the usual cackle of the species, but the cry is 
smothered, as in one who breathes asthmatically, and it 
lacks the strength and finish of the adult voke. The downy, 
unfeathered chick utters a plaintive " peep-peep-peep," 
querulous and low, when with its parents, but is usually 
silent when handled. At all ages from a week onwards the 
nestling pecks fiercely at the intruder's hand. 

It takes the nestling five or six days to pluck up courage 
to leave its burrow altogether. During this period it comes 
out each evening to the mouth of the burrow, retiring again 
at about 2.30 a.m. It would be interesting to know whether 
the bird, if carried some distance from the burrow at this stage, 
could find its way back. I suggest that this is improbable. In 
the case of A, the bird only nuttered a few yards from the nest 
and was safely back before daylight, but should the bird once 
be disturbed and driven, perhaps thirty yards away, then I 
believe it would not find its way hörne again. Where burrows 
honeycomb the ground, the birds, when disturbed from their 
midnight vigils, will often scramble into the first hole they 
happen upon, after fluttering along before the observer. 

In the case of A, the nestling was left without food for at 
least eleven days; in the case of C, for at least thirteen days 
continuously and fifteen days altogether. In Nest A the 
bird had finally left by the 73rd day, in nest C by the 72nd 
day. These periods are very close and we may say the 
fledging-period is 72-73 days. To reckon the fledging-period 
from time of hatching to the time when the adults stop feeding 
the young bird seems to me to be unsatisfactory, as at the 
latter date the nestling is still very much a nestling, and its 
feathers almost concealed by the unshed double-down. 
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Left to itself, the young Shearwater, fully feathered and 
generally with varying amounts of down still clinging to its 
head and underparts, at last, perhaps driven by Hunger as 
well as instinct, makes a bid for liberty. If the wind is 
strong, almost to gale force, the chances are that it will, in 
exposed places, be able to fly straight from its nesting-hole, 
and be held by the wind long enough to enable it to obtain a 
proper impetus to fly out to the sea. I have thrown young 
Shearwaters, some still very fat and with much down still 
showing, up into a strong wind and watched them fly steadily 
upwards and onwards to the sea. These birds had never 
flown a yard before, but on attaining a proper impetus, they 
flew with a wonderful strength and grace. 

The story is very different, however, on calmer nights. 
The Shearwater starts off from its hole with a sudden and 
bold flutter of its wings, but of course barely rises in the air 
at all. If the ground is level and clear of Vegetation it attains 
what may be described as a flying walk, i.e., it patters along 
the ground with its feet, sustaining itself with quickly-
beating wings. The slightest unevenness of the ground 
upsets this progress, which in any case exhausts the bird after 
a few yards. On very uneven ground the young bird advances 
on all fours, pushing with its feet and partly outstretched 
wings. To surmount a high object it uses its beak just as 
some other young birds do, as a hook to pull up with. 

The young bird seems to know the shortest way tö the sea. 
After several days of calm, on September I4th, 1929, a night 
with little wind, I found young birds making their way to the 
sea over or through every natural obstacle. They scrambled 
through the densest bracken and over heather, clumps of 
thrift, bog-grass and rocks. Their progress was spasmodic 
and it would seem that they were compelled to rest in Order 
to recover from the exertion. One bird presented a pitiful 
sight. It was emaciated, no doubt because of an extra long fast, 
and painfully light to handle, yet the urge to reach the sea 
was so strong that it literally staggered along, falling after 
each effort into the most extraordinary and helpless attitudes 
upon its back. It progressed very slowly and at 3 a.m. was 
lying on its back in some bracken, having failed to reach the 
sea. Later it died, and on the scales weighed 10.25 ozs-

The birds which reached the cliffs blundered straight over 
them, and, catching the slight updraft of air, flapped and 
glided downwards into the darkness over the sea. About 
one bird in ten was completely free of down. 

The young birds hatched in burrows in the centre of the 
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island have a long way to travel on calm nights and mäny 
do not reach the cliffs in one night. Dawn finds them in 
every place and position, and those that are near the Cover 
of holes, bracken and heather are fortunate. Gulls, Buzzards 
and Crows are early abroad seeking the birds which have not 
found cover for the day. The bright light of day seems to 
reduce the Shearwater to a State of helpless torpor. When 
handled, it will scarcely peck in defence. If the sunlight is 
strong, the bird sits with nictitating membrane drawn over 
the eye. It is thus an easy victim for predatory birds. The 
Black-backed Gulls eviscerate their victim first, and, if 
hungry, will gradually worry all the flesh and bones, except 
the beak, out of the skin, and leave the empty skin inside out. 
There are hundreds of these empty skins on the island in the 
autumn. The Buzzard (Buteo b. buteo) tears the Shearwater 
to pieces, leaving the wings and breastbone only. The 
Carrion-Crow (Corvus c. corone) picks out the brain and the 
entrails, beginning as a rule on the brain, and I have watched 
all these birds at work. The Raven (Corvus c. corax) I have 
never seen at a carcase, but the pair on the island are perhaps 
too wily to be caught feeding. The worst offender is the 
Great Black-backed Gull (Larus marinus), followed closely by 
the Lesser (Larus fuscus affinis) ; the Herring-Gull (Larus a. 
argentatus) is the mildest offender, and its depredations seem 
to be confmed to the activities of a few " rogue " Gulls. 

Here and there, too, may be found by day, under bracken, 
heather, and under the stone hedge-walls, young birds that 
have escaped these attentions and yet are dead, though 
outwardly unharmed. These birds are invariably light and 
thin, and I conclude must have died of starvation, through 
being unable to reach the sea. Three of these birds I weighed 
were freshly dead and barely turned the scale at 30 ozs., or 
10 ozs. each. The average healthy youngster at fledging-
time weighs between 13 and 15 ozs. I have found. 

Calm weather, therefore, is unfavourable to the thriving 
of a Shearwater colony. Even the adults are often unable 
to rise from bracken or heather or sheltered places on a 
windless night, and have to spend the ensuing day in the 
open, easy prey for the eager Gulls. I find them frequently 
in the corners of my gar den, of the walled-in folds of the 
lighthouse gardens and surrounds. Not many years ago 
Shearwaters were used here to bait lobster-pots and the birds 
were caught by the hundred in rabbit string " longnets," 
stretched 50 yards across a warren or a cliff-slope on the 
island. 
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In the burrows where both rabbit and Shearwater have 
traffic the nestling is often infested with rabbit fleas, particu-
larly about the eyes, but they are quite free from them in 
other burrows. 

The manner in which the adult Shearwater leaves its 
burrow is much the same as that of the nestling making its 
first night, except that the adult night is strong, and a slight 
breeze is enough to give it an impetus to rise clear of the 
ground within the first few yards. The adult will sometimes 
hurry out of the burrow and endeavour to fly straight away 
into the wind, but usually I have noticed it sit for a few 
moments, or even longer, outside the hole with its head to the 
breeze before launching away. 

To ascertain whether the Shearwater can stand upright 
or whether it goes on its tarsi while on land, I brought three 
adults and two fledged youngsters into my house one evening. 
I may say I have never seen a Shearwater in natural life 
standing on its toes, as depicted in many of the older bird 
books. These five birds all adopted the usual posture of the 
Shearwater when sitting, i.e., lying flat on the tarsi and 
breast. Both adult and young, when cornered, stood up 
on their webbed toes and supported their bodies by resting 
on their tails, which were bent by the pressure, kangaroo-
fashion, their wings half-extended in an attitude of defiance. 
The adults ran quickly along the floor upright on their toes, 
for distances varying from six to ten feet, at the end of which 
they would fall forward upon their breasts for a moment 
before again making a forward run on their toes. This was 
their mode of progress, and they kept their wings folded all 
the time. This is how they progress, one imagines, along 
the passage of their burrows. The young birds, on the other 
hand, were unsteady on their toes, and used their wings the 
whole time as they flapped across the floor. They seemed 
unable to make a run forward, but simply lifted the breast 
up by pressing the wings on the floor, and at the same time 
pushed with the toes, thus throwing the body forward after 
every stroke of the wings. 

Side by side, adult and fully fledged young are almost, but 
not quite, indistinguishable from each other. The markings 
are the same, but the colouring is slightly different. In the 
adult the black plumage is a little faded to a perceptible 
brownish shade, especially on the crown and nape of neck ; 
the young bird is unfaded. The most reliable difference, 
however, is in the shade of the pink of the tarsus and toes. 
In the young bird it is a bright flesh pink, in the adult a pale 

Q 
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pink with a distinct leaden tinge. The difference was so 
noticeable as to be a means of identifying all those birds 
without down on them which I examined in September. 
The colour of the webbing and toes of the " sole " of the foot 
in the young bird is usually a uniform and fresh black all over, 
that of the adult usually streaked and marked with pale pink, 
but I did not find this entirely constant in some thirty birds 
which I examined. 

One of the last observations which I made was that 01 the 
behaviour of young birds on reaching the sea. On September 
ioth I ringed a fledged bird by daylight and dropped it over 
a ledge 15 feet above the sea. The bird struck the water 
with a splash and paddled a few strokes with wings half-
spread on the surface of the sea. It then dived, using feet 
and wings to swim with under water. It stayed below for 
thirteen seconds, rising a few yards away. It then swam very 
low in the water, with wings half-submerged for* perhaps 
four yards before diving again, and remaining under for 
sixteen seconds. This time it rose some distance from the 
shore and continued to dive and swim alternately until it 
passed out of sight seawards. This bird weighed 12 ozs. and 
was not in a fat condition. 

On September I3th I ringed another fledged bird and 
allowed it to fly over a ledge 12 feet above the sea. It 
fluttered down at an angle of 450 and, on reaching the sea, 
began to swim, using legs and wings as on land, its wings 
practically submerged. As it swam it sipped water, holding 
its head up to let the water run down its throat as a chicken 
does. It then began to wash itself exactly like a duck does, 
dipping its head and shaking its wings and body. Suddenly 
it dived, remaining under water for twenty-four seconds. 
It then came up so close to the rocky shore that I thought it 
was about to land. However, it swam off, continued 
washing, and presently dived and remained below twenty-one 
seconds. Finally it swam and dived alternately, until it 
passed out of sight seawards. This bird weighed 15 ozs. 
and was in good condition. 

This habit of diving rather than flying helps one to dis-
tinguish the young birds from the adults at sea in September 
and October. The newly-fledged bird rarely flies, but prefers 
to dive when approached by a boat. On the few occasions 
when I have seen them fly the dash and effortless skimming 
of the adult is absent and the flight is laboured over the 
calm sea. 
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